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What's new in Cloudera Data Engineering Public Cloud?

This section lists major features and updates for the Cloudera Data Engineering (CDE) service in CDP Public Cloud.

May 18, 2023
This release (1.19) of the Cloudera Data Engineering (CDE) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces a new
improvement that is described in this topic.

[Technical Preview] Cloudera Data Engineering Sessions

CDE 1.19 introduces Sessions as an interactive short-lived development environment for running Spark commands to
help you iterate upon and build your Spark workloads.

• The Sessions feature is available via CDE user interface and the CDE CLI.
• Python, Scala, and Java are supported session types.

For more information, see Creating Sessions in Cloudera Data Engineering [Technical Preview] and Managing
Sessions in Cloudera Data Engineering using the CLI.

[Technical Preview] Lock and unlock

CDE supports locking of a CDE Service which freezes the configuration of a Service and its corresponding Virtual
Clusters. When a Service is locked, you are unable to edit, add, or delete a Service and its Virtual Clusters. This will
assist during planned upgrades to ensure changes are not made to the Service. For more information, see Locking and
unlocking a CDE Service.

[Technical Preview] Airflow file based resource using the CDE CLI

CDE supports Airflow file based resources using the CDE CLI. By creating a pipeline in CDE using the CLI, you can
add custom files that are available for tasks. For more information, see Creating an Airflow pipeline with custom files
using CDE CLI [technical preview].

Support for new regions

CDE now supports the Hong Kong and Jakarta regions.

Support for multiple Spark 3 runtimes

CDE supports Spark 3.3. Note that Spark 3.3 must use Data Lake 7.2.15. For more information, see Cloudera Data
Engineering and Data Lake compatibility.

Creating and using multiple profiles using CDE CLI

You can now add a collection of CDE CLI configurations grouped together as profiles, to the config.yaml file. You
can use these profiles while running commands. You can set the configurations either at a profile level or at a global
level. For more information, see Creating and using multiple profiles using CDE CLI.

Using spark-submit drop-in migration tool for migrating Spark workloads to CDE

CDE provides a command line tool cde-env to help migrate your CDP Spark workloads running on CDP Private
Cloud Base (“spark-on-YARN”) to CDE without having to completely rewrite your existing spark-submit command-
lines. For more information, see Using spark-submit drop-in migration tool for migrating Spark workloads to CDE.
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New Virtual Cluster types

CDE now provides a choice between two tiers during Virtual Cluster creation. Administrators will see the following
two options:

• Core (Tier 1) - Batch-based transformation and engineering options.
• All Purpose (Tier 2) - Develop using interactive sessions and deploy both batch and streaming workloads.

For more information, see Creating virtual clusters.

Default setting for external.table.purge property for migrating Hive tables

When migrating Iceberg tables in Spark 3, the external.table.purge property is now set to FALSE by default. For more
information, see Importing and migrating Iceberg table in Spark 3.

New exit codes for the CDE CLI

CDE now provides exit codes for the CDE CLI. The exit codes help users better identify the error. For more
information, see Cloudera Data Engineering CLI exit codes.

Support for Data Lake

CDE 1.19 supports Data Lake 7.2.14 through 7.2.16. For more information, see Cloudera Data Engineering and Data
Lake compatibility.

March 30, 2023
This release (1.18.3) of the Cloudera Data Engineering (CDE) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces a new
improvement that is described in this topic.

Kubernetes update

CDE now supports K8s 1.24 for Azure and Amazon Web Services (AWS).

January 19, 2023
This release (1.18.1) of the Cloudera Data Engineering Service on CDP Public Cloud introduces new features and
improvements that are described in this topic.

Upgrade to Airflow 2.3.4

CDE 1.18.1 now runs with Airflow 2.3.4. This upgrade includes several fixes to improve performance and stability.

Support for additional Grafana charts

Additional Grafana charts that specify metrics for Livy memory and API server have been added.

Support for Data Lake

CDE 1.18.1 now supports Data Lake 7.2.16. For more information, see Cloudera Data Engineering and Data Lake
compatibility.

November 23, 2022
This release (1.18) of the Cloudera Data Engineering Service on CDP Public Cloud introduces new features and
improvements that are described in this topic.
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Updated CDE user interface

The user interface for CDE 1.17 and above has been updated with easy access to commonly used pages, a new Home
page, and a Virtual Cluster drop-down menu that allows you to view relevant content related to each Virtual Cluster
that you select. Only users who have a CDE Service on 1.18 and create new Virtual Clusters on 1.18 will see the
changes. Users on older versions will continue have access to the old UI. The following user interface changes were
made:

• Left-hand menu displays the following:

• Home- New landing page that displays Virtual Clusters and convenient quick-access links.
• Jobs - Displays jobs for the Virtual Cluster that you select from the drop-down menu in the upper left-hand

corner.
• Job Runs - Displays the run history of all jobs within a selected Virtual Cluster.
• Resources - Displays resources created within a selected Virtual Cluster.
• Administration - Displays services and Virtual Clusters that can be customized (previously known as the

Overview page.

Note:  If you’re using a browser in incognito mode, you’ll need to allow all cookies in your browser
settings so that you can view the following CDE pages: Pipelines, Spark, and Airflow.

Airflow performance

Airflow scaling improvements include support for 1500 DAGs on AWS and about 300 to 500 DAGs when deploying
on Azure. For more information, see Apache Airflow scaling and tuning considerations.

Support for the eu-1 (Germany) and ap-1 (Australia) regional Control Plane

The eu-1 (Germany) and ap-1 (Australia) regional Control Plane now supports CDE. For the list of all supported
services for all supported Control Plane regions, see CDP Control Plane regions.

Support for workload secrets using API

CDE now provides a secure way to create and store workload secrets for Cloudera Data Engineering (CDE) Spark
Jobs. This is a more secure alternative to storing credentials in plain text embedded in your application or job
configuration. For more information, see Managing workload secrets with Cloudera Data Engineering Spark Jobs
using API.

Java Virtual Machine Debugger (Tech preview)

Attaching a remote debugger (Java virtual machine (JVM) debugger) to a CDE Spark job is now supported as a
technical preview feature. For more information, see Using Java virtual machine (JVM) debugger with Apache Spark
jobs in Cloudera Data Engineering (Preview) .

Hive Warehouse Connector tables

Hive Warehouse Connector (HWC) tables are now supported in Spark 3 of CDE.

Backup & Restore in object storage

Remote backup storage (object store) is now supported. Previously, only backup to and restore from local storage was
supported. This is supported through the CLI and API only. For more information, see Backing up Cloudera Data
Engineering jobs and Restoring Cloudera Data Engineering jobs from backup.

Limitations for raw Scala code in CDE

Limitations have been added to the raw Scala code. For limitation details, see  Running raw Scala code in Cloudera
Data Engineering.
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Support for Iceberg V2

Iceberg table format version 2 (v2) is generally available (GA) in CDE. The latest specifications include the following
key updates:

• UPDATE and DELETE operations follow the Iceberg format v2 row-level position delete specification and
enforces snapshot isolation.

• DELETES, UPDATES, and MERGE operations use the merge-on-read function by default. Merge-on-read is
more efficiant than the copy-on-write function because it does not rewrite file data.

For more information, see Prerequisites

October 12, 2022
This release (1.17-h1) of the Cloudera Data Engineering Service on CDP Public Cloud now supports Apache Iceberg
0.14.

Support for Iceberg 0.14

When you upgrade to CDE 1.17-h1, ensure that you also upgrade to Iceberg 0.14. For more information, see Using
Apache Iceberg in Cloudera Data Engineering. The following features are included with Iceberg 0.14:

• MERGE operations allow for bulk updates and DELETES.
• CDE Azure deployments are now able to leverage Iceberg for Lakehouse architecture.
• [Technical Preview] Iceberg table format version 2 (v2) is the latest specification available and includes the

following key updates:

• UPDATE and DELETE operations follow the Iceberg format v2 row-level position delete specification and
enforce snapshot isolation.

• DELETES, UPDATES, and MERGE operations use the merge-on-read function by default. Merge-on-read is
more efficient than the copy-on-write function because it does not rewrite file data.

Set default values for the variables in CDE job specification

Using [--default-variable] flags you can now replace strings in job values. For more information, see  Creating and
updating Apache Spark jobs using the CLI.

September 26, 2022
This release (1.17) of the Cloudera Data Engineering (CDE) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces the new
features and improvements that are described in this topic.

Service reference architecture
Reference architecture has been published to outline best practices on scaling CDE service, including when running
Airflow bases pipelines. For more informarion, see Recommendations for scaling CDE deployments and Apache
Airflow scaling and tuning considerations.

Kubernetes dashboard

CDE provides the option to view the Kubernetes dashboard to provide an easy user experience for monitoring your
diagnostics. The dashboard is to be used when troubleshooting in coordination with Cloudera Support. For more
information, see Accessing the Kubernetes dashboard.

Azure private storage

As of CDE 1.16, Azure private storage is supported. Details around deploying and configuring CDE with Azure
private storage are now available. For more information, see Supporting Azure private storage.
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SSL Support for Azure DB

For increased security, CDE on Azure will now deploy SSL enabled with TLS 1.2.

Technical Service Bulletin (2022-587)

Technical Service Bulletin (2022-587) has been resolved.

July 20, 2022
This release (1.16) of the Cloudera Data Engineering (CDE) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces the new
features and improvements that are described in this topic.

Airflow pipeline UI editor (GA)

• Airflow Pipeline UI editor is now GA as a default feature in new Virtual Clusters with support for all major
browsers (Firefox, Chrome, and Safari).

Upgrade to Airflow 2.2.5

CDE 1.16 now runs with Airflow 2.2.5.

• Several fixes to improve performance and stability have been bundled with the upgrade.
• New Virtual Clusters will automatically use the new Airflow version.
• This version deprecated the timezone package usage. The DAGs need to be updated to use the pendulum package

instead. If your airflow DAGs need to be timezone aware then they should rely on the pendulum timezone library
for start and end dates as described here. Otherwise, the backup and restore process will not be able to restore
these DAGs. For more information, see CDE known issues.

Spark 3 support for raw scala code

Spark 3 support for raw scala code.

Previously this feature was limited to Spark 2, it is now extended to Spark 3 based Virtual Clusters. This allows
you to directly run raw scala via API & CLI in batch-mode without having to compile, similar to what spark-shell
supports.

Support for Azure private storage

CDE now supports Azure private storage. Both private ABFS and ADLS gen2 containers are now supported.

Editing VC configurations post creation

You can now modify the virtual settings such as cluster quotas (CPU/memory) dynamically.

Loading example jobs and sample data using new VCs

CDE provides an option to add in-product examples of data & jobs in new virtual clusters to facilitate smoother
onboarding and learning for new customers.

Kubernetes update

CDE now supports K8s 1.22.

• The CSP EOS for K8s 1.21 is as follows:

For Azure: July 2022

For AWS: February 2023
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• Check for removals as per this upgrade:

Kubernetes API and Feature Removals In 1.22 and Removed APIs by release

Support for creation of a Default Virtual Cluster

CDE now provides support for default virtual clusters. This will help you get a jump start to create your jobs easily,
without having to wait to create a CDE virtual cluster, making the onboarding smoother. You have the option to turn
this selection off if you do not wish to use a default virtual cluster.

For more information, see Enabling Cloudera Data Engineering service.

[Technical Preview] In-place upgrades

CDE supports upgrades from two CDE versions prior for both AWS and Azure. For example, if the current CDE
version is 1.18, then upgrades are supported from CDE 1.16. The upgrades can be triggered by an Admin from CDE
UI.

• Users will need to manually pause/backup/restore each Virtual Cluster to account for upgrade failures.
• Upgrades of CDE core components include: EKS, AKS Services, and Application Services
• Upgrades of dependencies include: Helm, K8s versions, YuniKorn

June 30, 2022
This release (1.15-h1) of the Cloudera Data Engineering (CDE) service on CDP Public Cloud has certified support for
Apache Iceberg v0.13.

GA of Apache Iceberg

• You can use Cloudera Data Engineering virtual clusters running Spark 3 to interact with the latest version (0.13)
of Apache Iceberg tables.

• CDE supports row level updates via copy-on-write MERGE / UPDATES/ DELETES operations. Copy-on-write is
helpful in bulk updates in read heavy use-cases.

• Compaction is also supported using Spark Iceberg APIs.
• As support for Atlas lineage is still in progress, users should set the following Spark property in their jobs: spark.li

neage.enabled=false.
• For more information, see Using Apache Iceberg in Cloudera Data Engineering.

April 27, 2022
This release (1.15) of the Cloudera Data Engineering (CDE) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces the new
features and improvements that are described in this topic.

[Technical Preview] Support for Iceberg 0.13

• You can use Cloudera Data Engineering virtual clusters running Spark 3 to interact with the latest version (0.13)
of Apache Iceberg tables.

• CDE now supports row level updates via copy-on-write MERGE / UPDATES/ DELETES operations. Copy-on-
write is helpful in bulk updates in read heavy use-cases.

• For more information, see Using Apache Iceberg in Cloudera Data Engineering .

[Technical Preview] In-place upgrades

• CDE supports upgrades from two CDE versions prior for both AWS and Azure. For example, if the current CDE
version is 1.18, then upgrades are supported from CDE 1.16. The upgrades can be triggered by an Admin from
CDE UI.
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• Users will need to manually pause/backup/restore each Virtual Cluster to account for upgrade failures.
• Upgrades of CDE core components include: EKS, AKS Services, and Application Services
• Upgrades of dependencies include: Helm, K8s versions, YuniKorn
• For more information, see CDE In-place Upgrades (Preview)

Job email alerts

SLA miss and job failure conditions can be configured for email notifications.

Job runtime notices

Active jobs will now provide notification to the user when certain conditions are met and jobs are not behaving as
expected making it easier to understand why jobs might be stuck or not making progress.

For more information, see Running jobs in Cloudera Data Engineering

Spark 3.2

CDE now supports Apache Spark 3.2.

Data Lake upgrades

CDE has now been certified when Data Lake is resized..

February 09, 2022
This release (1.14) of the Cloudera Data Engineering (CDE) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces the new
features and improvements that are described in this topic.

Improved handling of job resources to reduce EFS utilization

• Recursive copying of frequently used and large file resources can result in very high I/O throughput and can
exhaust cloud storage burst credits, leading to poor performance. To avoid excessive file copying, CDE now uses
hard linking in AWS by default.

[Technical Preview] Apache Iceberg support

• Apache Iceberg tables are now supported with Spark 3 virtual clusters on AWS. Use tables at petabyte scale
without impacting query planning, while benefiting from efficient metadata management, snapshotting, and time-
travel.

• Run multi-analytic workloads by accessing those same tables in Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) with Hive and
Impala for BI and SQL analytics (Expected in an upcoming CDW release).

[Technical Preview] Remote Shuffle Service

• You can now store Spark shuffle data on remote servers. This improves resilience in case of executor loss.
• This feature is available as a Technical Preview. Contact your Cloudera account representative to enable access to

this feature.

Unified diagnostic bundle

• A single click now generates one unified bundle containing both service logs and summary status.
• The bundles are stored securely in the object storage of the environment.
• A historical list of previously generated bundles are available for access.
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Guardrails to prevent submitting jobs that do not fit resource capacity

• CDE now automatically prevents execution of jobs that do not fit on the available resources.
• CDE takes into account Kubernetes and system reserved resources, daemonset utilized resources, and Spark

overhead factors.
• The API returns an error with run failed to start: requested [***TYPE AND AMOUNT OF RESOURCE***] is

more than [***THE MAXIMUM AMOUNT OF AVAILABLE RESOURCES OF THAT TYPE***] allocatable per
cluster node

• You can either reduce the Spark executor and driver CPU and/or memory requirements, or deploy on a larger
cluster.

Notification email configuration can now be verified

When configuring the optional email alerts feature [Technical Preview] during virtual cluster creation, you can now
verify the SMTP settings before creating the virtual cluster.

Streamlined resource creation and re-use during job creation

You can now create a resource on the fly when creating a job. Alternatively, you can select from a list of existing
resources, if any, to upload your application or DAG file. This promotes re-usability of project artifacts across jobs.

Kubernetes update

CDE now supports K8s 1.21.

December 21, 2021
This release (1.13.0-h1-b1) of the Cloudera Data Engineering (CDE) service on CDP Public Cloud addresses the
Log4j2 security vulnerability CVE-2021-44228.

Fixed Log4j2 security vulnerability CVE-2021-44228

• Removed JndiLookup.class from affected JAR files.

For instructions on upgrading your existing CDE services and virtual clusters, see Cloudera Data Engineering fix for
CVE-2021-44228.

November 9, 2021
This release (1.13) of the Cloudera Data Engineering (CDE) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces the new
features and improvements that are described in this topic.

Non-transparent proxy support

• CDE supports deploying into CDP environments using a non-transparent proxy.
• The proxy is registered and enabled during CDE environment creation.
• The proxy configuration is automatically added to the deployed CDE service and virtual clusters (VCs).

UI support for Python virtual environments

• You can now create custom Python resources on the CDE UI, including virtual environments (venvs)
• These custom venvs are selectable in the job creation wizard when creating PySpark jobs.

Support for Airflow core operators

• With Airflow 2, Cloudera now supports all core operators.
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Support for Ranger Authorization Service

• CDE now supports Ranger Authorization Service (RAZ) in AWS and Azure environments.
• For more information, see RAZ support requirements

Older releases
Overview of new features, enhancements, and changed behavior introduced in earlier releases of Cloudera Data
Engineering.

October 18, 2021
This release (1.12) of the Cloudera Data Engineering (CDE) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces the new
features and improvements that are described in this topic.

Apache Airflow 2

With this release, Apache Airflow 2.1 is the new default managed scheduler in CDE. It comes with governance,
security and compute autoscaling enabled out-of-the-box, along with integration with CDE's job management APIs
giving users the flexibility to deploy custom DAGs that tap into Cloudera Data Platform (CDP) data services like
Spark in CDE and Hive in CDW.

For more information on what's new in Airflow 2, see the upstream documentation.

[Technical Preview] Airflow pipeline authoring UI

With the CDE Pipeline Authoring UI, any CDE user irrespective of their level of Airflow expertise can create
multi-step pipelines with a combination of out-of-the-box operators (CDEOperator, CDWOperator, BashOperator,
PythonOperator). Nevertheless, you can still deploy your own customer Airflow DAGs (Directed Acyclic Graphs) as
before, or use the Pipeline Authoring UI to bootstrap your projects for further customization.

This feature is in Technical Preview and available on new CDE services only. When creating a Virtual Cluster, a new
option allows you to enable the Airflow Authoring UI.

For best user experience, Cloudera suggests using Google Chrome for this feature

[Technical Preview] Email alerts

You can now configure email alerts during Virtual Cluster setup and schedule them in custom Airflow DAGs.

Kubernetes update

CDE now supports K8s 1.20.

August 30, 2021
This release (1.11) of the Cloudera Data Engineering (CDE) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces the new
features and improvements that are described in this topic.

GA support for virtual clusters powered by Apache Spark 3

• Support for virtual clusters powered by Apache Spark 3 is no longer a Technical Preview feature, and is now
generally available (GA).
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• The following functionalities are not currently supported:

• Deep analysis (visual profiler)
• HWC - that is, Hive managed ACID tables (Direct Reader & JDBC mode)
• Phoenix Connector
• SparkR
• Kudu

[Technical Preview] Fully private AKS cluster set up

• Fully private AKS clusters are now supported, for customers who want to restrict resources from being exposed
via public IP addresses. This allows securing the Kubernetes cluster even more, an AKS API server can be created
with a private IP address which is only accessible to the resources which are running inside of the Azure virtual
network (VNet).

• A private AKS is deployed within customers' network and leverages CCMv2/Proxy for accessing the K8s APIs.
• Cloudera recommends using one single resource group per environment. You can accomplish this by selecting a

(pre-created) resource group during CDP environment creation.

Gang scheduling enabled by default

• YuniKorn Gang scheduling policy is now enabled by default within CDE.
• For more information on Gang scheduling, see the Spark on Kubernetes – Gang Scheduling with YuniKorn

Cloudera Blog post.

[Technical Preview] User-specified IAM roles

• CDE job pods can now run with a user-specified IAM role with the role credentials automatically supplied
as instance credentials. This allows transparent usage of cloud SDKs or any code making use of the instance
credentials provider. User roles are secured and allocated through the CDP environment IDBroker mappings.

• This feature is available as a Technical Preview. Contact your Cloudera account representative to enable access to
this feature.

Spark Analysis disabled by default

• Metric collection from Spark jobs is now disabled by default to provide the most optimal performance.
• During development and testing, you can turn on additional Spark profiling:

• On the CDE UI:

After creating the job, go to its Configuration tab and toggle the Spark Analysis option.

For more information, see Managing jobs in Cloudera Data Engineering.
• From CLI/API:

Set the following configuration parameter during job creation: dex.safariEnabled=true

For more information, see Managing Cloudera Data Engineering jobs using the CLI and Creating a Cloudera
Data Engineering job using the API respectively.

August 2, 2021
This release (1.9) of the Cloudera Data Engineering (CDE) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces the new features
and improvements that are described in this topic.

Kubernetes version updated to 1.19

The Kubernetes version has been updated to 1.19.
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Dynamic allocation enabled by default

Dynamic allocation is now enabled by default. You can configure the initial number of executors as well as a range of
executors per job.

Dynamic allocation scales job executors up and down as needed for running jobs. This can provide large performance
benefits by allocating as many resources as needed by the running job, and by returning resources when they are not
needed so that concurrent jobs can potentially run faster.

Resources are limited by the job configuration (executor range) as well as the virtual cluster auto-scaling parameters.
By default, the executor range is set to match the range of CPU cores configured for the virtual cluster. This improves
resource utilization and efficiency by allowing jobs to scale up to the maximum virtual cluster resources available,
without manually tuning and optimizing the number of executors per job.

This is a change from the default behavior (static allocation) in older releases. If you restore job configuration from an
older release, the restored jobs will use dynamic allocation.

Support for Amazon AWS S3 URLs in jobs

A previous issue with S3 URLs in job configurations has been fixed. You can now specify S3 URLs for your
application code and Jar files. For jobs using this functionality, you must also add the following Apache Spark
configuration option:

spark.hadoop.fs.s3a.delegation.token.binding=org.apache.knox.gateway.cloud.i
dbroker.s3a.IDBDelegationTokenBinding

On-demand Python virtual environments

You can now submit a job with a Python requirements.txt file, as follows:

cde spark submit my_job.py --python-requirements /path/to/requirements.txt

This builds the Python virtual environment resource for the user, attaches it to the job, and sets it to be cleaned up
when the job run terminates.

June 23, 2021
This release (1.8) of the Cloudera Data Engineering (CDE) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces the new features
and improvements that are described in this topic.

Python virtual environment improvements

Python virtual environments are now built in dedicated pods, and support C-based Python libraries.

Open source CDE/CDW operators for Apache Airflow

You can now use CDE and CDW operators with your existing Apache Airflow deployment. For more information
and instructions, see Using CDE with an external Apache Airflow deployment.

CDE jobs in different virtual clusters within the same DAG file

Airflow DAG files can now trigger CDE jobs in different virtual clusters. For more information, see Automating data
pipelines using Apache Airflow in Cloudera Data Engineering.

CIDR notation support for IP whitelist

You can now add IP ranges to the whitelist using CIDR notation.
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Subnet selection option

You can now select a subnet to use for CDE when enabling a CDE service.

May 20, 2021
This release (1.7) of the Cloudera Data Engineering (CDE) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces the new features
and improvements that are described in this topic.

GA support for Microsoft Azure

• Support for Microsoft Azure is no longer a Technical Preview feature, and is now generally available (GA).

GA support for gang scheduling

• Gang scheduling is no longer a Technical Preview feature, and is now generally available (GA).
• For a detailed explanation on gang scheduling, see the blog post.

Diagnostic bundles

• The Diagnostic page has been enhanced to support granular log selection as well as a snapshot of the service and
cluster status.

[Technical Preview] Support for virtual clusters powered by Apache Spark 3

• You can now create virtual clusters powered by Apache Spark version 3. You cannot use Spark 2 and Spark 3
within the same virtual cluster, but you can have multiple Spark 2 and Spark 3 virtual clusters within the same
CDE service.

• This features is available as a Technical Preview. Contact your Cloudera account representative to enable access
to this feature.

[Technical Preview] Bin packing resource scheduling

• Bin packing is a new Apache Yunikorn resource management policy. Bin packing makes more efficient use of
available nodes when assigning executors to hosts.

• This features is available as a Technical Preview. Contact your Cloudera account representative to enable access
to this feature.

Automatic TLS certificate renewal

• Cluster TLS certificates are now renewed automatically.

April 7, 2021
This release (1.6) of the Cloudera Data Engineering (CDE) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces the new features
and improvements that are described in this topic.

API keys

• CDE users can now use API keys, managed using the CDP user management service (UMS), to interact with the
CDE Jobs API using the command line.

Raw Scala code

• Users can now submit jobs with raw Scala code, without compiling. These jobs run spark-shell to process the
application file.

Diagnostic bundles

• Admins can now access summary diagnostic logs directly on their local machine.
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• A new Diagnostic page has been added to the CDE Service details to generate and download the bundle.

Force TLS certificate renewal

• CDE services older than 90 days will have expired TLS certificates. A new action has been added to the CDE
service hamburger menu to renew the certificates and avoid access issues for DE users.

[Technical Preview] GANG scheduling

• GANG is a new resource scheduling policy that overcomes scale-up challenges in situations where high rates of
job submission lead to queuing. The new scheduling policy moves jobs off the queue in batches. This clears up the
queue, forces scale-up of nodes to process the burst of incoming jobs, and reduces wait and startup time of jobs.

• By default, GANG scheduling is disabled. It can be turned on for specific jobs by adding a new job-level
configuration option.

March 9, 2021
This release (1.5) of the Cloudera Data Engineering (CDE) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces technical
preview support for deploying CDE on Microsoft Azure.

[Technical Preview] Support for Microsoft Azure

• Cloudera Data Engineering can now be deployed on Microsoft Azure. This functionality is provided as a technical
preview, and is not supported for production environments.

February 4, 2021
This release (1.4) of the Cloudera Data Engineering (CDE) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces the new features
and improvements that are described in this topic.

Support for Airflow DAGs

• DE and ML practitioners can now define their own pipelines packaged as an Apache Airflow Python DAG.
Currently supported CDP operators include running Spark jobs on CDE and Hive jobs on CDW.

• An embedded Airflow UI within the job & job run details pages gives users a “deep link” to the specific Airflow
DAG making it easier to access within the context of the job runs.

• The Schedule page has been removed from the left panel of the virtual cluster jobs UI, and the full Airflow UI is
now exposed through the Virtual Cluster details page.

Improved service observability for service troubleshooting

Diagnostic bundles can now be collected through a new API end-point, which includes:

• Cloud resource status: (EKS, RDS, EFS, ELB)
• Helm status( helm version, helm ls -A)
• Kubernetes status (deployments, pods, services, ingresses, config maps)

Virtual Cluster user-based ACL

• By default a Virtual Cluster is accessible to all DEUsers and DEAdmins, which includes the Jobs API, Airflow
UI, along with any connections and credentials defined within Airflow.

• Enabling access control will now limit access to the API and UIs of the Virtual Cluster to a subset of users -
normal or machine users. Groups are not yet supported.

Kubernetes support

• CDE now supports EKS 1.18
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December 21, 2020
This release (1.3) of the Cloudera Data Engineering (CDE) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces the new features
and improvements that are described in this topic.

Better scaling

• Larger compute instance types to accommodate heavier ETL workloads and tweaks to infra services for higher job
submission API throughput.

• Better Spark defaults tuned for Kubernetes, improving scale up and stability.

Run profiling analysis on demand for additional tuning metrics

Users can trigger additional profiling analysis for any job, providing memory and CPU utilization, and stage-level
CPU flamegraphs.

Workload Manager integration

CDE services can now share Spark application metadata and metrics with Workload Manager for better visibility into
aggregate workloads across the entire CDP environment, manage SLAs, and identify additional tuning opportunities.

Easy log configuration & access

• Full logs can now be downloaded as a new download option along with a quick bookmark to the S3 location of
the Spark application logs.

• The UI now supports setting the log level from OFF to DEBUG and TRACE.

Lightweight backup and restore

You can use the CDE CLI & API to backup and restore jobs from one virtual cluster into another virtual cluster
within the same CDE service or completely new one. Helps support upgrades as it requires enabling a new service.

Create/clone job from existing run for easier debugging

CLI now supports cloning job runs, carrying over configs and parameters, making it easier to troubleshoot runs with
failures.

[Tech Preview] Self-authored Airflow DAGs

DE and ML practitioners can now define their own pipelines packaged as an Apache Airflow Python DAG. Currently
supported CDP operators include running Spark jobs on CDE and Hive jobs on CDW.

November 9, 2020
This release (1.2) of the Cloudera Data Engineering (CDE) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces the new features
and improvements that are described in this topic.

CDP CLI Integration

Administrators can now automate the enabling of CDE services and creation of Virtual Clusters through CDP CLI.
Jobs will continue to be managed through the CDE CLI shipped with the service.

Multiple CDE Services

It's now easier to enable CDE service multiple times within the same environment (datalake/SDX). This allows
admins to set up multiple CDE services with differing instance profiles and allows for easier consumption tracking
through AWS tags at the service level.
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Python virtual environments

Users can now specify a list of python libraries as dependencies for Pyspark jobs. This can be specified through a
requirements.txt file that is uploaded and managed through CLI/API.

CDP Trial Tours

The first trial tour for Data Engineering admins is now available.

September 21, 2020
This release (1.1) of the Cloudera Data Engineering (CDE) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces the new features
and improvements that are described in this topic.

Spot instance support

Users now have an additional knob to control cost, by being able to choose between running on Spot or On-Demand
instances, providing up to 90% discount in AWS resources.

Local (native) SSD

For memory and shuffle heavy workloads, CDE now allows using instances with local (native) SSD for intermediate
results boosting performance.

Resource tags

Allows administrators to define tags during CDE service creation to track and audit cloud provider resources.

IP Whitelisting

Administrators can lock down access to the EKS control plane components via a CIDR range.

Stability & Security

New CDE service deployment will now use Kubernetes 1.15 and Helm 3; this improves the stability and security of
the service moving forward

July 30, 2020
This release (1.0) marks the General Availability (GA) release of the Cloudera Data Engineering (CDE) service on
CDP Public Cloud.

Cloudera Data Engineering fix for CVE-2021-44228

On December 21, 2021, Cloudera released Cloudera Data Engineering (CDE) for Public Cloud version 1.13.0-h1-
b1. It addresses the Log4j2 security vulnerabilities listed below. Cloudera urges all customers to upgrade their Data
Engineering services to the latest version.

• CVE-2021-44228 which affects Apache Log4j2 versions 2.0 through 2.14.1.
• CVE-2021-45046 which affects Apache Log4j2 version 2.15.0

Upgrade to the latest Data Engineering version

To upgrade your Cloudera Data Engineering service to the latest version, which addresses the log4j2 security
vulnerability, follow these steps. These steps provide a comprehensive upgrade and are the recommended approach.
To ensure compatibility with the CDP environment, you must also upgrade the environment DataLake to Runtime
7.2.11 or higher.

1. For each existing virtual cluster, create a backup of the jobs and resources.
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2. Enable a new Cloudera Data Engineering service for each existing CDE service you have. Make sure to use the
same settings as the existing service for each new corresponding service.

3. Within each new Data Engineering service, create a new virtual cluster for each existing virtual cluster in the pre-
existing service. Make sure to use the same settings as the existing virtual cluster for each new corresponding
virtual cluster.

4. After making sure that you have added CDE services and virtual clusters to match your existing deployment,
restore the backup file for each pre-existing virtual cluster to the corresponding new virtual cluster.

Result

Your Cloudera Data Engineering service and all associated virtual clusters are upgraded to the latest version.

Known issues and limitations in Cloudera Data
Engineering Public Cloud

This section lists known issues and limitations that you might run into while using the Cloudera Data Engineering
(CDE) service in CDP Public Cloud.

General known issues with Cloudera Data Engineering
Learn about the general known issues with the Cloudera Data Engineering (CDE) service on public clouds, the impact
or changes to the functionality, and the workaround.
DEX-10107: Spark 3.3 in CDE 1.19 has a limitation of characters for job names

Jobs with longer names over 23 characters can fail in Spark 3.3 with the following exception: 23-0
5-14 10:14:16 ERROR ExecutorPodsSnapshotsStoreImpl: Going to stop    due to IllegalArgument
Exception java.lang.IllegalArgumentException: '$JOB_NAME' in    spark.kubernetes.executor.p
odNamePrefix is invalid. must conform https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/overview/working-with-
objects/names/#dns-label-names    and the value length <= 47

Change the name of the job:

1. Clone the job with a new name using the CDE UI, CLI, or API.
2. Set the app name in the job itself:conf.setAppName("Custom Job     Name").

DEX-10055: Interacting with a killed session

When you interact with a long-running killed Spark session, the session might become
unresponsive. Refrain from interacting with the long-running killed session. This will be fixed in a
future release of CDE.

DEX-9879: Infinite while loops not working in CDE Sessions

If an infinite while loop is submitted as a statement, the session will be stuck infinitely. This means
that new sessions can't be sent and the Session stays in a busy state. Sample input:

while(True) {
  print("hello")
} 

1. Copy and use the DEX_API that can be found on the Virtual Cluster details page to cancel the
statement: POST     $DEX_API/sessions/{session-name}/statements/{statement-id}/cancel. The
Statement ID can be found by running the cde sessions statements command from the CDE CLI.

2. Kill the Session and create a new one.

DEX-9898: CDE CLI input reads break after interacting with a Session
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After interacting with a Session through the sessions interact command, input to the CDE CLI on
the terminal breaks. In this example below, ^M displays instead of proceeding:

> cde session interact --name sparkid-test-6
WARN: Plaintext or insecure TLS connection requested, take care
 before continuing. Continue? yes/no [no]: yes^M 

Open a new terminal and type your CDE commands.

DEX-9881: Multi-line command error for Spark-Scala Session types in the CDE CLI

In CDE 1.19, Multi-line input into a Scala session on the CDE CLI will not work as expected, in
some cases. The CLI interaction will throw an error before reading the complete input. Sample
input:

scala> type
     |  

Use the UI to interact with Scala sessions. A newline is expected in the above situation. In CDE
1.19, only unbalanced brackets will generate a new line. In CDE 1.20, all valid Scala newline
conditions will be handled:

scala> customFunc(
     | (
     | )
     | )
     | 

DEX-9756: Unable to run large raw Scala jobs

Scala code with more than 2000 lines could result in an error.

To avoid the error, increase the stack size. For example, "spark.driver.extraJavaOptions=-Xss4M",
"spark.driver.extraJavaOptions=-Xss8M", and so forth.

DEX-8679: Job fails with permission denied on a RAZ environment

When running a job that has access to files is longer than the delegation token renewal time on a
RAZ-enabled CDP environment, the job will fail with the following error:

Failed to acquire a SAS token for get-status on /.../words.txt d
ue to org.apache.hadoop.security.AccessControlException: Permiss
ion denied.

DEX-8769: The table entity type on Atlas is spar_tables instead of hive_tables on Spark3 Virtual Clusters

Tables that are created using a Spark3 Virtual Cluster on an AWS setup will have spark_tables type
instead of hive_tables on Atlas Entities.

On a Spark3 Virtual Cluster, enableHiveSupport() must be called in the following way: spark =
SparkSession.builder.enableHiveSupport().getOrCreate()  You may also
use Spark2 in lieu of Spark3 as this issue does not occur in Spark2.

DEX-8774: Job and run cloning is not fully supported in CDE 1.17 through 1.18.1

Currently, cloning job and runs are not supported in CDE 1.17 through 1.18.1.

Clone jobs and run operations by navigating to the Administration page, clicking View Jobs on the
respective Virtual Cluster.

DEX-3706: The CDE home page not displaying for some users

The CDE home page will not display Virtual Clusters or a Quick Action bar if the user is part of
hundreds of user groups or subgrooups.

The user must access the Administration page and open the Virtual Cluster of choice to perform all
Job-related actions. This issue will be fixed in CDE 1.18.1
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DEX-8515: The Spark History Server user interface is not visible in CDE

During job execution in CDE 1.18, the Spark History Server user interface is not visible. This error
will be fixed in CDE 1.18.1.

DEX-6163: Error message with Spark 3.2 and CDE

For CDE 1.16 through 1.18, if you experience an error message, "Service account may have been
revoked" with Spark 3.2 and CDE, note that this is not the core issue despite what the error message
states. Look for other exceptions as it is a harmless error and only displays after a job fails due to
another reason. The error message displays as part of the shutdown process. This issue will be fixed
in CDE 1.18.1.

DEX-7653: Updating Airflow Job/Dag file throws a 404 error

A 404 error occurs when you update an Airflow Job/Dag file with a modified DAG ID or name
when you initiate the following steps:

1. Create an Airflow job using a Simple Dag file. Use the Create Only option.
2. Edit the Airflow Job and delete the existing DAG file.
3. Upload the same DAG file with a modified DAG ID and Name from it's content.
4. Choose a different Resource Folder.
5. Use the Update and Run option.

The 404 error occurs.

To avoid this issue, ensure that you do not modify the DAG ID in step 3. If you must change
your DAG ID in the dag file, then create a new file.

This issue will be fixed in CDE 1.18.1.

DEX-8283: False Positive Status is appearing for the Raw Scala Syntax issue

Raw Scala jobs that fail due to syntax errors are reported as succeeded by CDE as displayed in this
example:

spark.range(3)..show() 

The job will fail with the following error and will be logged in the driver stdout log:

/opt/spark/optional-lib/exec_invalid.scala:3: error: identifier 
expected but '.' found.
    spark.range(3)..show()
                   ^ 

This issue will be fixed in CDE 1.18.1.

DEX-8281: Raw Scala Scripts fail due to the use of the case class

Implicit conversions which involve implicit Encoders for case classes, that are usually supported by
importing spark.implicits._, don't work in Raw Scala jobs in CDE. These include converting Scala
objects, including RDD Dataset DataFrame, and Columns. For example, the following operations
will fail on CDE:

import org.apache.spark.sql.Encoders
import spark.implicits._
case class Case(foo:String, bar:String)

// 1: an attempt to obtain schema via the implicit encoder for ca
se class fails
val encoderSchema = Encoders.product[Case].schema
encoderSchema.printTreeString()

// 2: an attempt to convert RDD[Case] to DataFrame fails
val caseDF = sc
 .parallelize(1 to 3)
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 .map(i => Case(f"$i", "bar"))
 .toDF

// 3: an attempt to convert DataFrame to Dataset[Case] fails
val caseDS = spark
 .read
 .json(List("""{"foo":"1","bar":"2"}""").toDS)
 .as[Case]

Whereas conversions that involve implicit encoders for primitive types are supported:

val ds = Seq("I am a Dataset").toDS
val df = Seq("I am a DataFrame").toDF

Notice that List, Row, StructField, and createDataFrame are used below instead of case class and   
 .toDF():

val bankRowRDD = bankText.map(s => s.split(";")).filter(s => s(0
) != "\"age\"").map(
  s => Row(
    s(0).toInt,
    s(1).replaceAll("\"", ""),
    s(2).replaceAll("\"", ""),
    s(3).replaceAll("\"", ""),
    s(5).replaceAll("\"", "").toInt
  )
)
val bankSchema = List(
  StructField("age", IntegerType, true),
  StructField("job", StringType, true),
  StructField("marital", StringType, true),
  StructField("education", StringType, true),
  StructField("balance", IntegerType, true)
)

val bank = spark.createDataFrame(
  bankRowRDD,
  StructType(bankSchema)
)

bank.registerTempTable("bank")

DEX-7001: When Airflow jobs are run, the privileges of the user who created the job is applied and not
the user who submitted the job

If you have an Airflow job (created by User A) that contains Spark jobs, and the Airflow job is run
by another user (User B), the Spark jobs are run as User A instead of the user who ran it. Regardless
of who submits the Airflow job, the Airflow job is run with the user privileges of the user who
created the job. This causes issues when the job submitter has lesser privileges than the job owner
who has higher privileges. We recommend that the Spark and Airflow jobs must be created and run
by the same user.

CDPD-40396 Iceberg migration fails on partitioned Hive table created by Spark without location

Iceberg provides a migrate procedure to migrate a Parquet/ORC/Avro Hive table to Iceberg. If the
table was created using Spark and the location is not specified, and is partitioned, the migration
fails.

If you are using Data Lake 7.2.15.2 or higher, the above known-issue will not occur. Otherwise,
you’ll need to unset the default table property of 'TRANSLATED_TO_EXTERNAL' from 'true' by
completing the following:
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1. Run ‘ALTER TABLE ... UNSET TBLPROPERTIES ('TRANSLATED_TO_EXTERNAL') to
unset the property.

2. Run the migrate procedure.

DEX-5857 Persist job owner across CDE backup restores

Currently, the user who runs the cde backup restore command has permissions, by default, to run
the Jobs. This may cause CDE jobs to fail if the workload user differs from the user who runs the
Jobs on Source CDE Service where the backup was performed. This failure is due to the Workload
User having different privileges as the user who is expected to run the job.

Ensure that the cde job restore command is performed by the same user who is running the CDE
Jobs in the Source CDE Cluster where the backup was performed. Additionally, you can ensure the
User running the Restore has the same set of Permission as the User running the Job in Source CDE
Cluster where the Backup was performed.

DEX-7483 User interface bug for in-place upgrade (Tech Preview)

The user interface incorrectly states that the Data Lake version 7.2.15 and above is required. The
correct minimum version is 7.2.14.

DEX-6873 Kubernetes 1.21 will fail service account token renewal after 90 days

Cloudera Data Engineering (CDE) on AWS running version CDE 1.14 through 1.16 using
Kubernetes 1.21 will observe failed jobs after 90 days of service uptime.

Restart specific components to force regenerate the token using one of the following options:

Option 1) Using kubectl:

1. Setup kubectl for CDE.
2. Delete calico-node pods.

kubectl delete pods --selector k8s-app=calico-node --namespace
 kube-system

3. Delete Livy pods for all Virtual Clusters.

kubectl delete pods --selector app.kubernetes.io/name=livy --
all-namespaces

If for some reason only one Livy pod needs to be fixed:

a. Find the virtual cluster ID through the UI under Cluster Details.
b. Delete Livy pod:

export VC_ID=<VC ID>
kubectl delete pods --selector app.kubernetes.io/name=livy 
--namespace ${VC_ID}

Option 2) Using K8s dashboard

1. On the Service Details page copy the RESOURCE SCHEDULER link.
2. Replace yunikorn part with the dashboard and open the resulting link in the browser.
3. In the top left corner find the namespaces dropdown and choose All namespaces.
4. Search for calico-node.
5. For each pod in the Pods table click the Delete option from the hamburger menu.
6. Search for livy.
7. For each pod in the Pods table click the Delete option from the hamburger menu.
8. If for some reason only one Livy pod needs to be fixed, find the Virtual Cluster ID through the

UI under Cluster Details and only delete the pod with the name starting with Virtual Cluster ID.

DEX-7286 In place upgrade (Technical Preview) issue: Certificate expired showing error in browser
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Certificates failure after an in-place upgrade from 1.14.

Start the certificate upgrade:

Get cluster ID

1. Navigate to the Cloudera Data Engineering Overview page by clicking the Data Engineering tile
in the Cloudera Data Platform (CDP) management console.

2. Edit device details.
3. Copy cluster ID filed into click board.
4. In a terminal set the CID environment variable to this value.

export CID=cluster-1234abcd

Get session token

1. Navigate to the Cloudera Data Engineering Overview page by clicking the Data Engineering tile
in the Cloudera Data Platform (CDP) management console.

2. Right click and select Inspect
3. Click the Application tab.

4. Click Cookies and select the URL of the console.

5. Select cdp-session-token.

6. Double click the displayed cookie value and right click and select Copy.

7. Open a terminal screen.

export CST=<Paste value of cookie here>

Force TLS certificate update

curl -b cdp-session-token=${CST}  -X 'PATCH' -H 'Content-Type: a
pplication/json' -d '{"status_update":"renewTLSCerts"}' 'https://
<URL OF CONSOLE>/dex/api/v1/cluster/$CID'

DEX-7051 EnvironmentPriviledgedUser role cannot be used with CDE

The role EnvironmentPriviledgedUser cannot currently be used by a user if a user wants to access
CDE. If a user has this role, then this user will not be able to interact with CDE as an "access
denied" would occur.

Cloudera recommends to not use or assign the EnvironmentPrivilegedUser role for accessing CDE.

CDPD-40396 Iceberg migration fails on partitioned Hive table created by Spark without location

Iceberg provides a migrate procedure for migrating a Parquet/ORC/Avro Hive table to Iceberg. If
the table was created using Spark without specifying location and is partitioned, the migration fails.

By default, the table has a TRANSLATED_TO_EXTERNAL property and that is set to true. Unset
this property by running ALTER TABLE ...     UNSET TBLPROPERTIES ('TRANSLATED_T
O_EXTERNAL') and then run the migrate procedure.

Strict DAG declaration in Airflow 2.2.5

CDE 1.16 introduces Airflow 2.2.5 which is now stricter about DAG declaration than the previously
supported Airflow version in CDE. In Airflow 2.2.5, DAG timezone should be a pendulum.tz.Time
zone, not datetime.timezone.utc.

If you upgrade to CDE 1.16, make sure that you have updated your DAGs according to the Airflow
documentation, otherwise your DAGs will not be able to be created in CDE and the restore process
will not be able to restore these DAGs.
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Example of valid DAG:

import pendulum 
dag = DAG("my_tz_dag", start_date=pendulum.datetime(2016, 1, 1,
 tz="Europe/Amsterdam")) 
op = DummyOperator(task_id="dummy", dag=dag)

Example of invalid DAG:

from datetime import timezone
from dateutil import parser
dag = DAG("my_tz_dag", start_date=parser.isoparse('2020-11-11T
20:20:04.268Z').replace(tzinfo=timezone.utc)) 
op = DummyOperator(task_id="dummy", dag=dag)

COMPX-5494: Yunikorn recovery intermittently deletes existing placeholders

On recovery, Yunikorn may intermittently delete placeholder pods. After recovery, there may be
remaining placeholder pods. This may cause unexpected behavior during rescheduling.

There is no workaround for this issue. To avoid any unexpected behavior, Cloudera suggests
removing all the placeholders manually before restarting the scheduler.

DWX-8257: CDW Airflow Operator does not support SSO

Although Virtual Warehouse (VW) in Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) supports SSO, this is
incompatible with the CDE Airflow service as, for the time being, the Airflow CDW Operator only
supports workload username/password authentication.

Disable SSO in the VW.

COMPX-7085: Scheduler crashes due to Out Of Memory (OOM) error in case of clusters with more than
200 nodes

Resource requirement of the YuniKorn scheduler pod depends on cluster size, that is, the number
of nodes and the number of pods. Currently, the scheduler is configured with a memory limit of
2Gi. When running on a cluster that has more than 200 nodes, the memory limit of 2Gi may not be
enough. This can cause the scheduler to crash because of OOM.

Important:  This change requires K8s cluster access.

Increase resource requests and limits for the scheduler. Edit the YuniKorn scheduler deployment to
increase the memory limit to 16Gi.

For example:

resources: 
  limits: 
    cpu: "4"
    memory: 16Gi
 requests: 
    cpu: "2"
    memory: 8Gi

COMPX-6949: Stuck jobs prevent cluster scale down

Because of hanging jobs, the cluster is unable to scale down even when there are no ongoing
activities. This may happen when some unexpected node removal occurs, causing some pods to be
stuck in Pending state. These pending pods prevent the cluster from downscaling.

Terminate the jobs manually.

DEX-3997: Python jobs using virtual environment fail with import error
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Running a Python job that uses a virtual environment resource fails with an import error, such as:

Traceback (most recent call last):
  File "/tmp/spark-826a7833-e995-43d2-bedf-6c9dbd215b76/app.py", 
line 3, in <module>
    from insurance.beneficiary import BeneficiaryData
ModuleNotFoundError: No module named 'insurance'

Do not set the spark.pyspark.driver.python configuration parameter when using a Python virtual
environment resource in a job.

Technical service bulletins
Learn about the technical service bulletins (TSBs) with the Cloudera Data Engineering (CDE) service on public
clouds, the impact or changes to the functionality, and the workaround.
Technical Service Bulletin (2022-588)

Title: Kubeconfig and new version of aws-iam-authenticator

Regenerate Kubeconfig and in conjunction use a newer version of aws-iam-authenticator on
AWS. Kubeconfig in Cloudera Data Platform (CDP) Public Cloud Data Services needs to be
regenerated because the Kubeconfig generated before June 15, 2022 uses an old APIVersion
(client.authentication.k8s.io/v1alpha1) which is no longer supported. This causes compatibility
issues with aws-iam-authenticator starting from v0.5.7. To be able to use the new aws-iam-
authenticator, the Kubeconfig needs to be regenerated.

Severity

• High

Components affected

• Cloudera Machine Learning (CML) Data Service
• Cloudera Data Engineering (CDE) Data Service
• Cloudera Data Flow (CDF) Data Service

Products affected

• CDP Public Cloud

Releases affected

• All existing and upcoming CDP Public Cloud releases using the affected components, listed
above.

Users affected

• Users of CML, CDE, and CDF using Kubeconfig generated before June 15, 2022 and a version
of aws-iam-authenticator prior to v0.5.7.

Impact

• Customers using a Kubeconfig generated before June 15, 2022 and an aws-iam-authenticator
version prior to v0.5.7 may see Kubernetes clients not able to access the cluster successfully.

Action required

From June 15, 2022 onwards, existing customers on AWS using a previously generated Kubeconfig
will have to:

• Regenerate and use the new Kubeconfig, and
• Use a new version of aws-iam-authenticator starting with v0.5.7.

The newly generated Kubeconfig changes the APIVerson of the user’s section as:
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Old:

ApiVersion: "client.authentication.k8s.io/v1alpha1"

New:

ApiVersion: "client.authentication.k8s.io/v1beta1"

For the latest update on this issue see the corresponding Knowledge Base article: TSB 2022-588:
Kubeconfig and new version of aws-iam-authenticator

Technical Service Bulletin (2022-587)

Issue: CDE 1.14, 1.15, and 1.16 using Kubernetes 1.21 will fail service account token renewal after
90 days

Cloudera Data Engineering (CDE) on Amazon Web Services (AWS) running version CDE 1.14 and
above using Kubernetes 1.21 will observe failed jobs after 90 days of service uptime [1].

[1] “For Amazon Elastic Kubernetes Service (EKS) clusters, the extended expiry period is 90 days.
Your Amazon EKS cluster's Kubernetes API server rejects requests with tokens older than 90 days.”

Symptoms

• CDE Jobs (Spark or Airflow) fail with "Service Account May Have Been Revoked.
Unauthorized"

Components affected

• CDE 1.14, 1.15, 1.16 (specifically Calico and Livy)

Products affected

• Cloudera Data Engineering (CDE) in Cloudera Data Platform (CDP) Public Cloud on AWS

Releases affected

• CDE Public Cloud releases 1.14, 1.15, 1.16

Users affected

• Users that have CDE enabled for at least 90 days
• Users on Amazon Elastic Container Service for Kubernetes (EKS) with Kubernetes 1.21

Impact

• All CDE jobs will fail (new and existing ones including scheduled).
• Diagnostic bundles will also fail to download.

Action required

• Workaround: Restart specific components to force regenerate the token. There are two options to
do this:

Option 1) Using kubectl:

1. Setup kubectl for CDE.

https://community.cloudera.com/t5/Community-Articles/Support-Video-Enabling-kubectl-for-
CDE/ta-p/314200

2. Delete "calico-node" pods.

kubectl delete pods --selector k8s-app=calico-node --namespace
              kube-system

3. Delete Livy pods for all Virtual Clusters (VC).

kubectl delete pods --selector app.kubernetes.io/name=livy
            --all-namespaces
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If for some reason only one Livy pod needs to be fixed:

1. Find VC ID through the UI under "Cluster Details”.
2. Delete Livy pod:

export VC_ID=<VC ID>
kubectl delete pods --selector app.kubernetes.io/name=livy --
namespace
              ${VC_ID}

Option 2) Using Kubernetes dashboard

1. On the "Service Details" page copy the "RESOURCE SCHEDULER" link.
2. Replace "yunikorn" part with the "dashboard" and open the resulting link in the browser.
3. In the top left corner find the namespaces dropdown and choose "All namespaces".
4. Search for "calico-node".
5. For each pod in the "Pods" table click on the "Delete" option from the "hamburger" menu.
6. Search for "livy".
7. For each pod in the "Pods" table click on the "Delete" option from the "hamburger" menu.
8. If for some reason only one Livy pod needs to be fixed:

1. Find VC ID through the UI under "Cluster Details" and only delete the pod with the name
starting with VC ID.

Addressed in release

• Fixed in CDE 1.17

For the latest update on this issue see the corresponding Knowledge Base article: TSB 2022-587:
CDE 1.14 and above using Kubernetes 1.21 will fail service account token renewal after 90 days

Limitations
Cloudera Data Engineering (CDE) has the following limitations.
No support for Data Lake resizing

CDE does not support Data Lake resizing.

Running raw Scala code in Cloudera Data Engineering

• When setting the Log Level from the user interface, the setting is not applied to the raw Scala
jobs.

• Do not use package <something> in the raw Scala job file as Raw Scala File is used for
Scripting and not for Jar development and packaging.

Cloudera Data Engineering and Data Lake compatibility

Learn about Cloudera Data Engineering (CDE) and Data Lake compatibility across versions.

Table 1: CDE and Data Lake compatibility

CDE Data Lake

• 1.19
• 1.18.3
• 1.18.1
• Spark 3.3.0 is only supported on 7.2.16
• Spark 3.2.1 is only supported on 7.2.15

7.2.14 through 7.2.16
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CDE Data Lake

• 1.18
• 1.17
• 1.16
• 1.15

7.2.14 through 7.2.15

• 1.14
• 1.13

7.2.11 through 7.2.15

• 1.12
• 1.11
• 1.9

7.2.10 through 7.2.15

1.8 7.2.0 through 7.2.15

Using the Cloudera Runtime Maven repository for
Cloudera Data Engineering

When building Spark applications to run on CDE, you can use the following table to determine which artifact
versions to use from the Cloudera Runtime Maven repository.

You can determine the CDE version for your virtual cluster by clicking the  Cluster Details icon for the virtual
cluster you want to use.

The following is a sample POM (pom.xml) file:

<project xmlns="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.
org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" xsi:schemaLocation="http://maven.apache.org/POM
/4.0.0 http://maven.apache.org/maven-v4_0_0.xsd">
  <repositories>
    <repository>
      <id>cloudera</id>
      <url>https://repository.cloudera.com/artifactory/cloudera-repos/</url>
    </repository>
  </repositories>
</project>

CDE version Cloudera Runtime Maven repository

• 1.19 • Cloudera Runtime 7.2.16
• Cloudera Runtime 7.2.15

• 1.18
• 1.17
• 1.16

Cloudera Runtime 7.2.15

• 1.15 Cloudera Runtime 7.2.14

• 1.14 Cloudera Runtime 7.2.11.0

• 1.13 Cloudera Runtime 7.2.11.0

• 1.12
• 1.11
• 1.9

Cloudera Runtime 7.2.10.0
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CDE version Cloudera Runtime Maven repository

• 1.8
• 1.7

Cloudera Runtime 7.2.8.0

• 1.6
• 1.5
• 1.4
• 1.3
• 1.2

Cloudera Runtime 7.2.2.0
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